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Abstract: Recently proposed recommendation systems based on embedding vector technology allow
us to utilize a wide range of information such as user side and item side information to predict user
preferences. Since there is a lack of ability to use the sequential information of user history, most
recommendation system algorithms fail to predict the user’s preferences more accurately. Therefore,
in this study, we developed a novel recommendation system that takes advantage of sequence
and heterogeneous information in the candidate-generation process. The principle underlying the
proposed recommendation model is that the new sequence based embedding layer in the model
catches the sequence pattern of user history. The proposed deep-learning model may improve the
prediction accuracy using user data, item data, and sequential information of the user’s profile.
Experiments were conducted on datasets of the Korean e-learning platform, and the empirical results
confirmed the capability of the proposed approach and its superiority over models that do not use the
sequences of the heterogeneous information of users and items for the candidate-generation process.
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1. Introduction
Currently, recommendation systems play a crucial role in accelerating searches and
allowing users to access more relevant content. Therefore, web service providers have
been utilizing recommendation systems that analyze and harness user–item interactions
to improve customer satisfaction and personalized recommendations and increase the
income interests of their services. Moreover, with the development of deep-learning and
machine-learning technologies, recommendation systems have become an integral part
of multi-billion business organizations such as Amazon and Alibaba [1]. During the early
development stages of recommendation systems, most recommendation models were
based on the similarity concept. For example, the correlation (cosine similarity (1) or
Pearson correlation (2)) of each item or user was calculated using historical data or content
information, and items with higher correlations shared the same history that was not
observed in the other item.
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After the similarity-based concept, more accurate and fast latent-factor models were
proposed. Based on the rating patterns, these algorithms explain user feedback by characterizing items and users based on factors, which comprise the features of items or users. For
example, latent factors can represent the genre of music and refer to the values that point
to the amount of action, comedy, and drama for movies. For users, each factor explains
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the level of interest the user has in the feature of the item that the user rated with a high
score. Matrix factorization is a popular realization approach of latent-factor models [2]. It
defines item and user characteristics by a vector of factors based on a rating table. When the
correlation between a user and an item is high, the item is recommended to the user. Due
to their scalability and high accuracy, these methods have recently become highly popular.
In addition, the flexibility of matrix factorization helps utilize real-life data. One advantage
of matrix factorization is that it can use the feedback provided by all users as a rating
matrix [3]. For example, when explicit ratings do not exist, the algorithm can derive the
preference of the user using implicit feedback, which is made by observing the user’s
behavior without their direct click history or browsing history. The above recommendation
concepts are classified as collaborative filtering and content-based filtering approaches
for building recommendation models because of the type of information obtained; in
these systems, the diversity of information affects their implementation and structure [4].
Collaborative filtering algorithms use the user’s ratings of items to predict unrated items
when making recommendations and then automate these predictions by gathering user
expectations from a niche audience. In contrast, content-based filtering approaches provide
suggestions by evaluating the availability of user–item interaction data, which entails
handling a large amount of explicit data [5–7].
Deep Learning-Based Recommendations
The recent success achieved by deep-learning algorithms (convolutional neural networks, CNNs, and recurrent neural networks, RNNs) and frameworks (TensorFlow and
Keras) has created a new era for recommendation systems. Because of the innovative
prospects of deep-learning models, numerous deep learning-based recommendation systems have been recently proposed. The most attractive characteristics of neural models are
that neurons are end-to-end differentiable and provide suitable inductive biases catered
to the data type. If a model with a particular shape can be used for a certain data structure, it can be used for different data with similar structures. For example, CNNs and
RNNs have long exploited structures in computer vision and natural language processing.
Similarly, sequential structures of click-based or session-based logs are compatible with
RNN and CNN. In addition, deep neural networks can be joined in a differentiable model
and trained end-to-end. This helps in dealing with hybrid recommendation systems. For
example, when text data (reviews, tweets) and images (posts, predict image) utilized in
a recommendation deep-learning structure are incomparable choices. Here, traditional
recommendation system models often fail and cannot utilize joint (end-to-end) representation learning. For instance, to process reviews, costly preprocessing (such as keyword
extraction) is required, whereas text-based information can be directly input into deep
learning-based models [8].
Deep and extensive exploitation of features of neural networks mostly helps utilize the
side information in recommendation systems. In visual Bayesian personalized ranking [9],
the visual appearance of a product is compressed into a one-dimensional feature vector
using the associated CNN network and is concatenated to produce a full feature vector
of positive and negative items in the Bayesian personalized ranking system. This method
not only improves the accuracy of the network but also addresses the cold-start problem
by providing an initial visual embedding feature of the item. When a system has an
excessive number of users and items, the prediction time of preference increases linearly
for both deep-learning and matrix factorization models. To solve this problem, candidategeneration (top-N recommendation) algorithms have been proposed [10,11]. However,
in most cases, these models cannot utilize sequential and heterogeneous data (content
information) simultaneously.
We have proposed a more accurate deep learning-based recommendation model that
can utilize heterogeneous information and sequence data simultaneously. Specifically,
the main contribution of our study is that the proposed model utilizes the sequence data
of the user history and the item’s heterogeneous information to improve the prediction
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accuracy of deep-recommendation systems. To apply the sequence algorithm in deeprecommendation systems, we modified the first layer of the model by concatenating a vector
that contains data regarding the order of items. This is because the average preference
vector and sequential preference vector models can be aware of more information on the
user, which leads to a more accurate recommendation.
In addition, concatenating extra information of the user to the first layer can help us
overcome the cold-start problem. When information regarding the user–item interaction is
insufficient, instead of the history vector, the default embedding vector is input, together
with additional consumer data. This user information improves the recommender by
providing an overview of the newcomers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the cold-start issues of
recommendation systems, candidate generation, and deep learning-based recommendation
models that involve heterogeneous information and sequence data are reviewed. In
Sections 3 and 4, we detail the proposed model and verify its accuracy through experiments
and comparisons with other similar recommendation models. The findings and scope of
prospective work are presented in Section 5, and the examined materials are referenced,
with many of them being recent publications.
2. Related Work
Several recent studies have applied sequence data and heterogeneous information as
supplementary features to address the open issues related to candidate generation and
cold starts in recommendation systems [12–16]. Lam et al. [13] developed a hybrid model
based on the examination of two probabilistic perspective models utilizing unadulterated
collaborative filtering to combine user data. Yu and Riedl [16] proposed a model that
generates personalized stories using the optimal sequence of events experienced by the user
to overcome the cold-start problem. Regarding user history, Zhao et al. [17] developed a
product recommender system that considers the time interval between purchased products.
Moreover, several studies have integrated different sources of information simultaneously
into the prediction process [1,18,19].
In terms of tasks, most top-N recommendation systems are very similar to candidategeneration systems. Similar to candidate generation, the top-N recommendation systems
filter items from large item spaces based on the precision of prediction. For example, in [11],
the similarities of items were calculated, and item-based baskets were recommended to
users. Another pioneering top-N recommendation system is AutoRec [20], which is built
on a pure autoencoder algorithm. The model takes all user ratings as input data for the
input layer and then compresses these data in the encoder part.
Starting from the bottleneck in the middle, the decoder part of the model was built. In
this part, the layers of the model are expanded, and the initial dimension (input layer) in
the output layer is restored (Figure 1).
h(r; θ ) = f (W · g(Vr + µ) + b))
(3)
Here, h(r; θ) is the reconstruction of input r while f and g are activation functions. µ
and b are biases in each layer.
2
n
λ
min ∑ ri − h(ri ; θ ) + (||W ||2F + ||V ||2F )
(4)
2
θ i =1
In AutoRec recommendation, the model is trained by minimizing the sum of the
mean square errors between the output and input ratings and via L2 regularization, which
handles the overfitting problem. In Equation (4), W and V are the weights of the first and
second layers, respectively. ri is the rating history of each user calculated using the
equation. λ is the regularization parameter, which is recommended to be chosen by the
cross validation technique. Despite the high accuracy of prediction and the flexibility
with user history, autoencoder-based recommendation systems face some problems while
handling user content data.
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(W: embedding matrix, i: user id, p: size of the embedding vector) (Figure 2). This vector learns a
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our proposed model. However, most recommendation systems do not consider the order
of items. For example, in Bayesian personalized [22] ranking, the user’s history is modified
to a rating table that cannot save the order information of the user’s history. The YouTube
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factorization algorithm. The YouTube deep-recommendation model is most relevant to our
proposed model. However, most recommendation systems do not consider the order of
items. For example, in Bayesian personalized [22] ranking, the user’s history is modified to
a rating table that cannot save the order information of the user’s history. The YouTube
deep-recommendation system loses the sequence information by calculating the average of
the embedded user history.
The proposed model utilizes the sequence data of user history to improve the prediction accuracy of deep-recommendation systems. The proposed model differs from
other existing works in terms of the ability to change the users’ preferences over time.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no model that seamlessly combines heterogeneous
information and sequential data simultaneously is currently available.
3. Proposed Methodology
This section illustrates our proposed deep-sequence–aware recommendation model
that predicts candidates by integrating user history as sequence data and content information simultaneously. The following subsections detail the structure and role of each
component of the proposed deep-sequence–aware recommendation model.
3.1. Sequence-Aware Embedding
Embedding involves mapping a discrete categorical variable to a vector of continuous
numbers. In the context of neural networks, embeddings are low-dimensional learned
continuous vector representations of discrete variables. Neural network embeddings are
useful because they can reduce the dimensionality of categorical variables and meaningfully
represent categories in the transformed space. As illustrated in Figure 3, embeddings are the
Processes 2021, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW weights of neural networks whose input is a one-hot encoding of categorical data.
6 ofWhere,
14
h is node in hidden layer, p is size of embedding vector (hidden layer), V is embedding
vector for item 3, v is a weight in embedding vector, N-number of items.
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trained weights is recommended. Trained embedding can be generated by using the latent
vector of traditional methods such as the BPR [22] model.
Because all fields of the Ubob.com dataset comprise categorical information and all
fields have various lengths, analyzing data by traditional methods is difficult. In our case,
the embedding layer is the number of courses that are different for each user. To solve
this problem, we created a mask using the sequence length of user history. Then, we
filtered out the useless embedding by multiplying a mask and an embedding vector. In
a typical deep-recommendation system, the average vector of courses is first calculated
using Equation (5):
1 n
Vi
(5)
n i∑
=0
where n is the length of the user’s history, and Vi is the embedding of the item selected by
the user. User preference is considered unchangeable during the time, and based on this
embedding method, the same predictions are made for all combinations of the history of the
members. However, this assumption may not be appropriate for all situations. First, we formulated a user–item relation table with R ∈ Rm×n , where m and n are the numbers of users
and items, respectively. Every user u ∈ U = {1, 2, . . . m} has r (u) = ( Ru1 , . . . Rum ) history,
and the history of each item i ∈ I = {1, 2, . . . m} can be represented by r (i) = ( R1i , . . . Rmi ).
Second, we assume that for an e-learning system, the following data are given: one year
ago, uk took a math class, and now is studying a history class, whereas ul finished the
history class one year ago and has recently started the math class.
uk : {math, history}
ul : {history, math}
The preference for uk is significantly different from that of ul , who studied history
and math sequentially. The first user may have already finished math, and his preference
changes for the history class with time, whereas the second user wants to take the math
course. This shows that the sequence is ignored, and recommending the same items may
not be an accurate prediction.
To utilize sequence data (user history), we propose a new embedding vector that
stores sequence information. To develop this model, the categorical history of the user
should be input to the model without changing the order (such as (i1 , i2 , i3 . . . iN )). Because
N varies for different users and neural networks can use a fixed matrix shape, the length
of the history should be made equal by adding a certain constant number that will be
removed in the next layer. In the next layer, this integer number (users’ history) is input to
the embedding layer, which replaces integers with the corresponding float dense vector.
Commonly, a vector length of 128 is used for big datasets; however, it can be changed. It is
important that the constant number that is added to make the length of the vector constant
be removed by masking methods.
As mentioned earlier, items that were consumed a long time ago lose their importance
with time, and items that have recently been consumed by users may have higher importance in the prediction of the next item. Thus, each embedding vector of user history is
multiplied by values that explain the order of the item in the user’s history (6).
V
(6)
V0 =
N − order + 1
Here, order is the order of items by time, which starts from 0; V is the embedding
vector of the current item; and N is the number of items in the user’s history. After
calculating the sequential embedding of items, the average of these vectors is calculated
using Equation (7).
1 N
Vsequential =
V 0i
(7)
N i∑
=1
Then, as illustrated in Figure 4, Vsequential is concatenated to the input layer, together
with the actual embedding to inform the layer about both the sequential and average
preferences of the user.

=
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“company information” of users. Next, sigmoid, leaky ReLu, and ReLu functions were
tested as activation functions. ReLu (7) was found to be the most suitable for the network.

x : i f ( x > 0)
ReLU =
(8)
o : i f ( x < 0)
Finally, SoftMax (8) was used as the output layer in our network, which had the same
number of active items in the dataset.
e zi
SoftMax = σ(z)i = K z
(9)
∑ j =1 e j
Notably, the number of output units must be the same as the number of items in
our dataset.
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3.4. Network Optimization
As the best solution for the optimization problem of the deep-sequence–aware network, stochastic gradient descent was selected as the optimization algorithm. Stochastic
gradient descent can minimize the differentiable objective function iteratively by taking
steps opposite to the gradient. The main difference between stochastic gradient descent and
traditional gradient descent is that the stochastic gradient descent calculates the gradients
among randomly sampled data. Because the gradient in gradient descent is calculated using all training data, the stochastic gradient descent is significantly faster than the gradient
descent algorithm. During training, the optimal output was obtained when the learning


rate η was equal to 0.00.
θ = θ − η·∇θ J θ; x (i) ; y(i)
(10)
The pseudo code of the stochastic gradient descent algorithm is as follows:

•
•
•

Select an initial array of θ and learning rate η
Repeat until an approximate minimum is calculated:
Randomly shuffle examples in the training set:
#

For i = 1,2, . . . , n, do:


θ = θ − η ·∇θ Ji (θ )

The pseudo code of the stochastic gradient descent algorithm is as follows:
• Select an initial array of and learning rate
• Repeat until an approximate minimum is calculated:
• Randomly shuffle examples in the training set:
Processes 2021, 9, 1454
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mostfields
fieldssuch
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wasnot
notsufficient
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systems.Thus,
Thus,
gender,
recommender
thesevalues
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wereremoved
removedfrom
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thetable.
table.After
Afterremoving
removingallallunusable
unusablevalues,
values,we
wesaved
saved
these
only the “jobcodes,” course history, and item–user interaction tables. The number of all
members in the database was approximately 222,000; however, only 82,000 users had item–
user interaction data that can be used in our model. Every user has their own company
information. In addition, students have job code information that details the profession of
the student in one word. The database has a different number of job codes for each user.
The overall number of valid job codes was 528. We had 82,000 users. If all data are trained
using only the existing data, the last layer of the network (SoftMax) cannot learn all the
classes. To tackle this issue, the amount of data was increased by a data-augmentation
method, called the sliding window, which is explained next. If the history of one user is
I1 , I2 , I3 , and I4 , this means that they selected I4 when they had history I1 , I2 , and I3 , and
when they had history I1 and I2 , they selected I3 , so we created the following data and
increased the data size.
X1 = [I1 , I2 , I3 ] Y1 = [I4 ]
X2 = [I1 , I2 ]
Y2 = [I3 ]
X3 = [I1 ]
Y3 = [I2 ]
After augmenting all the data, we obtained 228,000 data points that could be analyzed
by the neural network. Eighty percent augmented data were used for training, whereas the
remaining 20% were utilized as test data.
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MovieLens 20M Dataset
This dataset contains 20,000,263 ratings and 465,564 tags applied to 27,278 movies
by 138,493 users of the online movie recommender service MovieLens. Each user rates a
movie from 1 to 5, where 1 is the worst and 5 is the best. Users were randomly selected
for inclusion. All users selected had rated at least 20 movies. The dataset was randomly
divided into 80% for training and 20% for testing.
4.1.2. Implementation Environment
In the experimental evaluation, the proposed and compared methods were deployed
based on the configured hardware and software environments presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters of experimental environment.
Classification

Details

OS
Programming Language
CPU
RAM

Windows 10
Python (Keras-Anaconda), TensorFlow
Intel(R) core (TM) Core i7-7700
16.00 GB

4.2. Performance of the Proposed Model
4.2.1. Training
In this section, we assess the performance of our method using the TensorFlow deeplearning framework. Data were divided into training and testing sets (80% and 20%,
respectively). After training our model, we achieved a prediction accuracy of 60% and
testing loss of 0.139. The visual representation of the loss functions of the training and
validation sets shows that the network is trained without overfitting. In addition, because
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the testing loss started to increase (Figure 7), we can conclude that in the 20th epoch, the
training model delivered the best performance.
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Using a trained model, we used the embedding of courses in latent space using principal component analysis (PCA) and searched the course called “Real Estate Broker_Introduction to Real Estate Science 2017(1)”. The obtained answers are presented in Table 2,
which we believe are worth using as k-NN.
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Using a trained model, we used the embedding of courses in latent space using
principal component analysis (PCA) and searched the course called “Real Estate Broker_Introduction to Real Estate Science 2017(1)”. The obtained answers are presented in
Table 2, which we believe are worth using as k-NN.
Table 2. Similarity between courses.
Course Name

Similarity

Real Estate Broker_Civil Act and Special Civil Act)
Real Estate Broker_Real Estate Disclosure Act
Real Estate speciality
Real Estate Agent_Real Estate Act

0.737
0.697
0.549
0.533

4.2.2. Prediction Accuracy
Notably, the proposed deep-sequence–aware candidate-generation model completed
the entire workflow of candidate generation by integrating user history as sequence data
and content information simultaneously. To test the superiority of our model, four methods
were selected for comparison, and the results are summarized in Table 3.
1.
2.
3.

4.

YouTube model: Proposed by Covington et al. [10], this method uses continuous and
categorical features to recommend items by ignoring the sequence data of user history.
AutoRec: The model [20] attempts to exploit user preference data for items to provide
personalized recommendations based on the autoencoder concept.
Deep interest network: Developed by Zhou et al. [23], deep networks map the historical behaviors of users into low-dimensional embedding vectors to learn nonlinear
relations among features to predict the click-through rate.
DDPG (Tag-aware) model: Designed by Zhiruo Zhao et al. [24], the model is a tagaware recommender system based on deep reinforcement learning without complex
function design, taking advantage of tags to make up for the interpretability problems
existing in the recommender system.
Table 3. Performance prediction.
Ubob.Com Dataset

Model
YouTube model
Proposed deep-sequence–aware model
AutoRec
Deep interest network
DDPG (Tag-aware)

MovieLens 20M

Precision 1

Precision 5

Precision 10

MAE

0.593
0.599
0.309
0.32
-

0.461
0.482
0.213
0.254
-

0.294
0.358
0.175
0.197
-

0.6471
0.6328
0.6854
0.7086
0.7143

4.2.3. Dealing with the User Cold-Start Issue
One of the biggest challenges in building a recommender system is the cold-start
problem that occurs when a new user or item is introduced, for which no past interactions
are available. This is an important problem that is a well-researched issue.
The Ubob.com dataset has sufficient interaction information regarding users and
items; thus, the new community issue can be avoided. In addition, courses are not seasonal
and changeable; thus, new items are also not a problem for this e-learning system. Only
making predictions for new users can be a problem.
To solve the problem of new users, during training and testing, we input a default
embedding as user history to the network, together with their “jobcode” and “company id,”
so that the system learns predicting items based only on data that are usually available for
new users. The comparative results are presented in Table 4, which show that the proposed
method outperformed the other models. Thus, user history data as sequence information
and content information can be used simultaneously to provide recommendations for
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cold-start items. In both instances, clearly, the proposed methodology helped mitigate the
cold-start problem for new users significantly better than the other models.
Table 4. User cold-start performance.
Ubob.Com Dataset
Model

MovieLens 20M

MAE of 25 Cold-Start Users

MAE of 50 Cold-Start Users

MAE of 50 Cold-Start Users

0.651
0.637
0.753
0.749
-

0.721
0.685
0.802
0.787
-

0.6987
0.6901
0.7458
0.7136
0.7044

YouTube model
Proposed deep-sequence–aware model
AutoRec
Deep interest network
DDPG (Tag-aware)

5. Conclusions
Although the development of recommender systems is progressing at a high rate,
user- and item-cold-start problems and the accuracy of recommender systems are open
challenges that must be overcome. Herein, we proposed a novel method for recommendation systems that simultaneously integrates content (heterogeneous) information and
sequence data. In addition, by utilizing default embedding as nonexistent history, our
model can provide recommendations for users who do not have item interaction data.
The proposed model differs from other existing works in terms of the ability to identify
changes in user preferences over time. In addition, the experimental results revealed the
significant influence of the combination of sequence and content (heterogeneous) data on
alleviating the user-cold-start problem; in terms of the accuracy of the recommendation
system, our proposed model was superior to other models such as the collaborative autoencoder, deep interest network, and deep YouTube recommendation model. Our model
performed well on the Ubob.com dataset, which is highly dependent on sequence data.
Despite the superiority of the proposed approach, several problems were encountered. In
particular, with advances in the domain, a high volume of data is available for making
recommendations. Therefore, future research could explore more sophisticated models
to estimate the importance of the hidden features of users and items that are represented
as a sequence as well as content (heterogeneous) information preference using recent
deep-learning methods and algorithms. Additionally, in future research, an explainable
and interpretable recommendation system based on sequence and content features could
be developed.
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